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Surface crystallization of amorphous Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and

Fe77.5Si13.5B9 microwires
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Amorphous microwires of Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9 composition fabricated by the Ulitovsky–
Taylor method were studied. The samples with the glass shell removed were heated at temperatures of 753K

and 703K for 20min, afterwards, their structure was examined using X-ray diffraction. Subsequently, the

thermally treated samples were chemically etched and X-ray diffraction study of the structure was again carried

out. Experimental results on the predominant crystallization of near-surface regions were discussed assuming that

mechanical stresses affect the nucleation and growth of nanocrystals.
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1. Introduction

Amorphous-nanocrystalline materials obtained by heat

treatment of amorphous iron-based alloys are well known

for their magnetic properties, combining high values of mag-

netic permeability and saturation magnetization with low

magnetostriction and low losses on remagnetization [1–4].
The Ternary alloys of the Fe-Si-B system, as well as Fe-Si-B

alloys with the addition of other elements, in particular,

Cu and Nb, are quite indicative here. The best magnetic

characteristics of these alloys from the point of view of

practical application are obtained when a two-phase state

is reached: nanocrystals of a solid solution of silicon in

BCC-iron α-Fe(Si) with an average size of 10−20 nm,

distributed in the remaining amorphous matrix. The main

mechanism of formation of nanocrystals in Fe-Si-B alloys

during heat treatment is — homogeneous nucleation. The

addition of Cu to the alloy leads to the precipitation

of copper clusters that contribute to the formation of

nanocrystals and act as centers of heterogeneous nucleation.

In turn, Nb slows down the growth of nanocrystals and the

formation of iron borides [5]. Amorphous microwires in a

glass shell from these alloys can be made by the Ulitovsky–
Taylor method. During the manufacturing process, the melt

in the glass shell undergoes a sharp cooling, which leads

to the formation of an amorphous structure. The large

temperature gradient and the difference in the coefficients of

thermal expansion between the metal core of the microwires

and the glass shell determine the magnitude and nature

of the distribution of internal stresses. The solution of

the thermal conductivity equation performed in [6] showed
that tensile axial stresses predominate in the central part

of the microwire, and in the near-surface region — strong

compressive axial stresses (of the order of GPa units). At the
same time, removing the shell does not change the nature

of the stress distribution, but only lowers the overall level by

several hundred MPa. Therefore, the purpose of this work

is to evaluate the effect of strong compressive stresses on

the kinetics of crystallization and to experimentally verify

this effect on the example of amorphous microwires of the

composition Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9.

2. Materials and research methods

Amorphous microwires in a glass shell made of

Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9 were obtained by

the Ulitovsky–Taylor method, the average diameter of the

metal part is 16.5µm, the thickness of the shell — 3.5µm.

The microwires with the removed shell were annealed in

vacuum at a temperature of 753 and 703K for 20min.

The removal of the glass shell was carried out by chemical

etching in hydrofluoric acid, the removal of the surface layer

was carried out in a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids.

The structure and phase composition of the samples

before and after annealing were studied. on a SIEMENS

D-500 diffractometer using CoKα-radiation. Since the

samples contained amorphous and crystalline phases, the

experimental curves were decomposed into a diffuse com-

ponent due to scattering from the amorphous phase and a

diffraction component due to the presence of crystals. When

decomposing, the characteristics of the scattering curve by

the initial amorphous phase (half-width, position of the

diffuse maximum) were taken into account. The size of

the nanocrystals was calculated from the half-width of the
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diffraction component of the spectrum using the Scherrer

formula [7]. The fraction of the crystalline and amorphous

phases was estimated by the ratio of the integral intensities

of the diffraction and diffuse components of the diffraction

pattern in accordance with [8].

3. Results and discussion

The samples after manufacturing were amorphous. The

amorphous structure of both samples changes markedly dur-

ing heat treatment. According to the works [9,10], crystal-
lization of alloys Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9

begins at a temperature of approximately 753 and 703K,

respectively, therefore, such temperatures were chosen to

study the early stages of crystallization. The distribution

of the initial stresses has the form described in [6]. In

the central part of the microwires, tensile axial stresses

mainly act, the near-surface area is exposed mainly to

compressive axial stresses reaching units of GPa. The

removal of the glass shell does not change the nature of

the stress distribution, but lowers the overall stress level in

the micro-wire by several hundred MPa.

Figures 1 and 2 show diffraction patterns of microwires of

the composition Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9

with the shell removed before (a) and after (b) chemical

etching of the metal surface annealed at a temperature of

753 and 703K for 20min.

Both figures show the regions of the main maximum;

the curve 1 is an experimental diffraction pattern, the

curve 3 corresponds to amorphous phase scattering, the

curve 4 describes diffraction reflections from nanocrystals,

the curve 2 is the sum of the curves 3 and 4. Diffraction

reflections from the nanocrystalline phase, which corre-

spond to the phase with the BCC lattice of the Fe(Si)
solid solution, are observed on the X-ray diffraction patterns

of the microwires of both compositions. The analysis of

the reflection intensities showed that the volume fraction

of nanocrystals in the microwires of both compositions is

several percent. On the diffraction patterns of microwires

after removal of near-surface areas by chemical etching

(Fig. 1, 2, b) there are no diffraction reflections, only wide

diffuse maxima are present. Thus, it can be concluded that

crystallization under the selected heat treatment conditions

occurred mainly at the surface of the microwires.

The experimental results obtained are explicable from the

point of view of the influence of mechanical stresses on

the nucleation and growth of crystals. Taking into account

the elastic energy of deformation resulting from high-speed

cooling of the melt, we write down expressions for the rates

of nucleation I and growth of nanocrystals uc [11,12]:

I = DNV exp
(

−16πσ 3/3kT [1Gch + Eε]
2
)

/a2
0, (1)

uc = f D
[

1− exp(−(1Gch + Eε)/kT )
]

/a0, (2)

where D — diffusion coefficient, a0 — average interatomic

distance, NV — average atomic concentration, f ∼ 1 —
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Figure 1. Diffraction patterns of microwires of the composition

Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 with the shell removed before (a) and af-

ter (b) chemical etching of the metal core annealed at temperature

Tann = 753K for 20min (1 — experimental curve, 2 — summary

curve, 3 — scattering from amorphous phase, 4 — diffraction

reflections from nanocrystals).

dimensionless factor, Gch — the driving force of crystal-

lization from the amorphous state. Elastic energy Eε — is

proportional to the square of the deformation

ε(r) = 1V/3V + γσ (r)/E, (3)

where 1V/3V — volumetric crystallization effect, σ (r) —
sum of diagonal components of the stress tensor, E —
Young’s modulus. To account for stress relaxation during

heat treatment, a numerical factor γ was introduced,

meaning the proportion of stresses remaining after heat

treatment. According to [13], the density of the amorphous

alloy Fe73.5Si13.5B9Cu1Nb3 is 7.14 · 103 kg/m3, density of

amorphous alloy Fe77.5Si13.5B9 — 7.20 · 103 kg/m3 [6], the
density of nanocrystals of a solid solution of 25% silicon
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Figure 2. Diffraction patterns of microwires of the composition

Fe77.5Si13.5B9 with the removed shell before (a) and after (b)
chemical etching of the metal core, annealed at temperature

Tann = 753K for 20min (1 — experimental curve, 2 — total curve,

3 — scattering from amorphous phase).

in iron Fe3Si is 7.39 · 103 kg/m3 [14], the density of iron

is 7.87 · 103 kg/m3. Assuming that the density changes

linearly with the change in Si concentration, the density

of nanocrystals was assumed to be 7.55 · 103 kg/m3 with

a Si content of 16.5% [15]. The volume effect during

the formation of crystals in an amorphous matrix is

negative and for the alloy Fe73.5Si13.5B9Cu1Nb3 is equal

to −5.7%, for alloy Fe77.5Si13.5B9 — −4.9%. Based on

the distribution of the components of the internal stress

tensor calculated according to the work [6], the elastic

energy takes maximum values in the near-surface region of

the microwire, where compressive axial stresses dominate.

Since the volumetric effect of crystal formation is negative,

the rates of crystal nucleation and growth will increase in

this region (expressions (1) and (2)). This, in turn, will

lead to an increase in the proportion of the nanocrystalline

phase in the near-surface region of the microwire, which,

according to [16], is written in form

X = 1− exp(−πIu3
ct4/3), (4)

where t — heat treatment time. Calculated by (4) fractions

of the nanocrystalline phase in Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and

Fe77.5Si13.5B9 for different values of the parameter γ are

shown in Fig. 3.

As follows from the theoretical estimate, the

crystallization of microwires of the composition

Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9 begins in

the near-surface region where large compressive stresses are

present. The value of the parameter γ , which characterizes

the stress level, at the same time changes only the total

volume fraction of nanocrystals, which decreases with a

decrease of γ . The experimental results obtained for the

approximate fraction of nanocrystals of several percent

correspond to the value of γ = 0.1. A change in the
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Figure 3. Volume fraction of nanocrystals in the alloy a —
Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 (Tann = 753K) and b — Fe77.5Si13.5B9

(Tann = 703K) at different values of the parameter γ after heat

treatment for 20min.
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kinetics of crystallization of amorphous alloys under

the action of mechanical stresses was observed earlier

in the work [17]. Curved ribbon made of amorphous

alloy Pd40Cu30Ni10P20 was crystallized at a temperature

of 700K. Since the volumetric effect during the separation

of Cu3Pd nanocrystals was negative and amounted to −2%,

an acceleration of crystallization in the compressed regions

of the tape was expected, which was achieved. At the same

time, no nanocrystals were found in the stretched areas of

the tape. In the iron-based alloys studied by us in this work,

the volume effect of crystallization is larger in magnitude,

and its effect on the crystallization process should be more

significant.

As we have already mentioned, it was found that in mi-

crowires made of Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9

crystallization at the initial stages occurs at the surface; the

central part of the microwires remains amorphous. Thus,

the improvement of the magnetic properties of the material

associated with the formation of nanocrystals should also

occur mainly at the surface of the microwires, which may

allow consciously influencing the high-frequency magnetic

properties of the microwires, for example, the effect of a

giant magnetic impedance.

4. Conclusion

As a result, it was established:

1. Crystallization of microwires of the composition

Fe73.8Si13B9.1Cu1Nb3.1 and Fe77.5Si13.5B9 starts in the near-

surface regions. The inhomogenous distribution of crystals

over the cross-section of microwires is due to the depen-

dence of the rates of nucleation and growth on the level and

type of mechanical stresses.

2. The possibility of forming a near-surface nanocrys-

talline layer in microwires opens up new opportunities

for the formation of materials with enhanced magnetic

properties.
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